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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a dynamic in-search data
selection method to diagnose competing information automati-
cally from speech data. In our method, the Viterbi beam search
is used to decode all training data. During decoding, all partial
paths within the beam are examined to identify the so-called
competing-token and true-token sets for each individual hidden
Markov model (HMM). In this work, the collected data tokens are
used for acoustic modeling and utterance verification as two spe-
cific examples. In acoustic modeling, the true-token sets are used
to adapt HMMs with a sequential maximum a posteriori adap-
tation method, while a generalized probabilistic descent-based
discriminative training method is proposed to improve HMMs
based on competing-token sets. In utterance verification, under
the framework of likelihood ratio testing, the true-token sets are
employed to train positive models for the null hypothesis and the
competing-token sets are used to estimate negative models for the
alternative hypothesis. All the proposed methods are evaluated
in Bell Laboratories communicator system. Experimental results
show that the new acoustic modeling method can consistently
improve recognition performance over our best maximum likeli-
hood estimation models, roughly 1% absolute reduction in word
error rate. The results also show the new verification models can
significantly improve the performance of utterance verification
over the conventional anti models, almost relatively 30% reduction
of equal error rate when identifying misrecognized words from
the recognition results.

Index Terms—Competing token, discriminative training,
in-search data selection, log likelihood ratio (LLR) testing, se-
quential maximum a posteriori (MAP) adaptation, true token
(TT).

I. INTRODUCTION

I N THE past decade, automatic speech recognition (ASR)
has been significantly improved across almost all different

tasks, from digit recognition to very large vocabulary broad-
cast news transcription. These impressive progresses can be at-
tributed to many factors. Among many others, one is that the
powerful statistical model, namely the hidden Markov model
(HMM), has been broadly adopted as a fundamental tool to
represent speech signals, which can be automatically learned
from training data. Another important reason is that more and
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more speech corpus is becoming available for public use in
the speech community, which assures a reliable estimation of
large-scale HMM sets. At present, data collection has been com-
monly regarded as an initial and indispensable step to build a
successful ASR system. For a state-of-the-art large vocabulary
ASR system, it is not rare that the system needs to be trained on
hundreds of hours, or even more, of speech data. On the other
hand, training procedure of HMM has already matured as a stan-
dard routine, which is a parameter estimation based on max-
imum likelihood (ML) criterion with a flexible model parameter
tying [23], [24]. In the standard training procedure, all speech
data collected under various conditions are usually pooled to-
gether to estimate HMM parameters for each speech unit. As
we are able to access more and more training data, limitations
of the standard “pool-and-estimate” strategy become apparent.
In many situations, people have noticed that the performance
of an ASR system usually is saturated after the amount of total
training data exceeds a certain point. Therefore, in order to make
a better use of the huge amount of data available today, it is
strongly desirable to have a more intelligent method to analyze
tons of data and explore additional pertinent information for our
recognition and other modeling purposes.

Beyond the simple “pool-and-estimate” training strategy,
several researchers have recently proposed other training ap-
proaches which are usually based on a preliminary analysis
of training data. In [2], the so-called “selective training” has
been proposed to weight data tokens differently in training
procedure according to an log likelihood ratio (LLR) based
confidence measure. In this way, the influence of some outliers
can probably be eliminated and more robust model estimation
can be achieved. Moreover, in [1], a normalization method is
proposed to compensate speaker variations in training proce-
dure to get the so-called “compact” model. Also, in the cluster
adaptive training (CAT) method proposed in [6], all training
data is first clustered into several classes, then the same strategy
is employed to normalize inter-cluster variations to achieve
some cluster-dependent canonical models. Along this line,
some further extensions have already been reported, such as
normalizing “irrelevant” variability to learn model structure
(state tying) from data in [10], a Bayesian approach to combine
canonical models of CAT in [11], [13], etc.

In this paper, we propose a data analysis procedure to dynam-
ically diagnose competing information available in speech data.
In our approach, the Viterbi search process is used to decode
every training utterance just as in speech recognition to automati-
callycollectcompeting informationfromdata. Inotherwords, for
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each HMM, two different data sets, namely competing token set
and true token set, are automatically collected during the search
procedure. Then, the competing information collected from the
in-search process can be used for many different purposes. In this
paper, as two specific examples, the competing information is ap-
plied to acoustic modeling and utterance verification. In the first
application of acoustic modeling [14], data tokens in true token
sets are used to enhance original models by sequential Bayesian
adaptation while data tokens in competing token sets are used to
improve model discrimination capability by a generalized prob-
abilistic descent (GPD) iterative algorithm. In the GPD-based
discriminative training, we formulate objective function as the
total number of the so-called impostor words1 appearing during
the Viterbi decoding. In this way, by explicitly incorporating the
competing information gathered in the proposed in-search data
analysis procedure, we are able to enhance discrimination capa-
bility of original acoustic models and, in turn, improve speech
recognition performance. In the second application of utterance
verification [12], the collected competing information is used
to improve utterance verification in large-vocabulary continuous
speech recognition.Concretely,weuseall tokens in the true token
set to estimate the so-called positive model and ones in the com-
peting token set for its corresponding negative model. Then, we
perform utterance verification in the framework of LLR testing,
i.e., the confidence measure of each recognized segment is cal-
culated as the LLR between its positive and negative models.
Furthermore, the confidence scores for small segments, such as
phonemes, can be combined to obtain confidence measures for
the whole word and/or utterance in order to make verification
decision in word or utterance level. In this paper, the proposed
methodsareevaluated in theBellLaboratories’DARPACommu-
nicator system. In the first part of experiments on acoustic mod-
eling, the proposed method is used to improve our ML-trained
acoustic models. The experimental results show that our new
acoustic model training approach which considers the competing
information collected in the in-search data selection method can
significantly improve speech recognition performance over our
best ML-trained HMM models. An absolute 1% improvement
in word error rate (WER) over the best ML models are consis-
tently observed in two different testing sets. In the second part of
experiments on utterance verification, when compared with the
standard anti models, which are trained from the forced-align-
ment phone segmentation, the positive and negative model which
are trained on the corresponding data tokens sets collected in the
in-search data selection method yields a much better verification
performance in terms of identifying misrecognized words from
the output of our baseline recognizer. When verifying correctly
recognized words versus misrecognized words in the baseline
recognitionsystem,wehaveachieved around30%relative reduc-
tion of equal error rate (EER) with the new verification models.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, at first, we give the definition of competing tokens
with respect to a set of predefined models (or classes). Next, in
Section III, we introduce the in-search data selection method
which can automatically collect competing tokens from speech
data. As the first application example, we show how we can

1The definition of impostor words will be given in Section IV-A.

enhance acoustic modeling with the collected competing infor-
mation in Section IV. Then, in Section V, as another example,
the collected competing information is used for utterance
verification in large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition.
In Section VI, the proposed methods are evaluated in Bell
Laboratories communicator system and all experimental results
are reported. Finally, we conclude the paper with our findings
and discussions in Section VII.

II. COMPETING VERSUS TRUE TOKEN

Given a setof classes (ormodels), in this section, we first define
the competing tokens with respect to these models. For any typ-
ical pattern classifier, given an observation as input, it always
gives a class as its output. However, could come from sev-
eral different sources: 1) actually comes from the class , i.e.,
a correct classification; 2) comes from other competing classes
of , i.e., a classificationerror;or3) is anoutlier, i.e., comes
from none of classes registered in the classifier. Here, if an obser-
vation is classified as but it actually does not belong to the
class , we simply call it as a competing token (CT) of the class

. On ther other hand, if actually belongs to , it is called a
true token (TT) of the class .

In speech recognition, we encounter the same situation. Given
a speech utterance as input, a speech recognizer usually gives
a linguistic unit as output.2 However, the input itself could
be a TT of class or just a CT of word . A classical speech
recognizer does not explicitly provide information to differen-
tiate whether is a TT or CT of . If the speech recognizer is
based on the optimal Bayes decision rule, we can define the set
of all competing tokens of as

and (1)

where denotes that is not from class and
is a constant. The set is called the CT set of word
. In the above definition, any competing token with too small

observation probability are excluded from our definition
because they are usually negligible in the following discussions.

On the other hand, the set of all true tokens of is denoted
as

and (2)

where stands for that the token belongs to class .
For convenience, the set is called the TT set of word .

Given an observation from either or as
input, the speech recognizer will equally give as its recog-
nized result. The Bayes decision procedure in the recognizer
usually is unable to provide enough information to differentiate
whether belongs to or .

III. DYNAMIC DATA SELECTION IN SEARCH

In isolated speech recognition, given a recognizer and a
training database, it is straightforward to define and

for every isolated word . We recognize each isolated

2W may be a phone, a syllable, a word, a phrase, or a sentence.
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Fig. 1. Data selection procedure during Viterbi beam search in continuous speech recognition is illustrated.

speech token in training data with the recognizer. Assume
the recognition result is , if the true label of actually is

, then this token is assigned to the TT set of ; oth-
erwise, it is assigned to the CT set of . However, in
continuous speech recognition, it becomes much more difficult
to define the CT or TT set because of unknown unit boundaries.
For example, in large-vocabulary, continuous speech recogni-
tion, it is very hard to associate a definite part of speech data
to the CT set because numerous boundaries are possible and
they are all considered during the Viterbi decoding. As a result,
any possible segmentation in an utterance could potentially
become a competing token. Obviously, an exhaustive search
is too expensive to be affordable. In this paper, we propose
an efficient way to identify CT and TT for different speech
units in continuous speech recognition. In our method, every
utterance in training database is recognized with Viterbi beam
search algorithm just as in regular recognition phase. During
Viterbi search, all potential segments located in all active partial
paths within the search beam width are examined to identify
CT and TT sets for every HMM model. We know, all partial
paths surviving during beam search always have relatively
large likelihood values and usually potentially compete with
the true path. The basic idea here is that we only examine the
subset of all active partial paths and view them as potential
candidates for CTs or TTs. In this way, the decision procedure
in speech recognition is simulated and a much richer competing
information embedded in the data will be investigated.

Given a speech recognizer and a training database, for every
utterance in database, we first generate a reference segmen-
tation by forced-aligning the utterance with its reference tran-
scription. Next, we perform Viterbi beam search to recognize
the utterance . During the search, at every time instant , we
backtrack every word-ending active partial path and compare all
subword segments (usually phone) with the reference segmen-
tation to determine whether each particular segment should be
assigned to TT set or CT set . The above procedure is
carried out for all training data to collect two token sets, e.g.,

and , for every subword HMM model . Without

losing generalization, hereafter, we only discuss the case where
tri-phone HMMs are used for recognition. We denote the th
active word-ending path at the time instant as . We only
back trace the most recently decoded word in the partial path

to get all its tri-phone segments. Assume the word in
consists of different tri-phone segments as

(3)

where represents the whole segment corresponds
to the word , starting at time and ending at , and

stands for the th tri-phone segment
with tri-phone id , starting time , and ending time .
Then, for every tri-phone segment ,
we compare it with the reference phone segmentation generated
from the forced-alignment procedure. If the tri-phone segment

matches well with any in the reference segmenta-
tion, then we view it as a true token of the tri-phone and
is assigned to the TT set accordingly. Otherwise, it is
thought as the competing token of tri-phone and assigned
to the CT set . The whole data selection procedure is
illustrated in Fig. 1, where, at time instant , each hypothesized
token, i.e., triphone segment , is compared with all
tokens in the reference segmentation to determine which set,

or , it should be assigned to.
In this paper, the matching procedure between two phone

segments is implemented based on the overlap between them.
Given a hypothesized tri-phone segment, we calculate its max-
imum overlap rate over all reference segments with the same
tri-phone identity in the reference segmentation. For instance, if
the hypothesized segment has the same tri-phone iden-

tity as a reference segment , then the overlap rate
between them is calculated as

(4)

Obviously, the range of is . If two segments and
intersect, then ; otherwise, . If and are
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identical, then . Then the maximum overlap rate of a hy-
pothesized segment is computed over all reference segment with
the same tri-phone identity in the reference segmentation. If
the maximum overlap rate of the hypothesized phone segment

exceeds a threshold , then we decide
matches with the reference label and is assigned to
the TT set of triphone . Otherwise, if the maximum
overlap rate of the hypothesized phone segment is
below a threshold and , where denotes
the average likelihood per frame of the hypothesis
and is the average likelihood per frame of the same seg-
ment based on the forced alignment procedure, then we consider
the hypothesis as a competing token of the triphone
and it is assigned to the CT set .

After we go through all utterances in training set, we will have
two token sets for each tri-phone model :3 and ,
where consists of all competing tokens of triphone model

and contains all its true tokens. Obviously, these two
different data sets can be used for many different purposes. In
this paper, two applications will be discussed below. First, in
Section IV, we will show how they can be used to improve recog-
nition acoustic HMM models. Second, in Section V, these two
data sets will be used to estimate verification models to improve
the performance of utterance verification in large vocabulary
speech recognition.

IV. APPLICATION I: ACOUSTIC MODELING

At first, we assume each speech unit, to say a tri-phone, is
modeled by an -state CDHMM with parameter vector

, where is the initial state distribution,
is transition matrix, and is parameter vector com-

posed of mixture parameters for
each state , where denotes number of Gaussian mixtures in
each state. The state observation p.d.f. is assumed to be a mix-
ture of multivariate Gaussian distribution with diagonal preci-
sion matrix

(5)

where mixture weights s satisfy the constraint .
Once we have collected two sets of data, namely and

, for each tri-phone model , it is possible to adjust
original acoustic models to improve their discrimination capa-
bility to enhance speech recognition performance. Intuitively,
for every true token in , its corresponding tri-phone model
is adapted to increase the likelihood of the observed data given
this model so that the model can be pushed toward correct
recognition results. Concretely, the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) based sequential Bayesian learning method can be used
to adapt the model parameters based on data tokens in TT set

. On the other hand, for every competing token in , the
model is tuned to decrease the likelihood of the observation

3A mechanism is implemented to guarantee that the same segment P (a)
will never occur in the same set more than once.

data so that the competing token could be dragged out of beam
width in Viterbi search. Concretely, the GPD based discrim-
inative training is employed to minimize the total number of
the so-called impostor words appearing during decoding. In
the following, model parameters adjusting algorithm based on
the GPD discriminative training will be derived. For simplicity,
in this paper, only mean and variance vectors of CDHMM
are updated and other parameters remain constant. As for the
MAP-based sequential Bayesian learning with TT sets, refer to
[9] for details.

A. GPD-Based Discriminative Training With CT Sets

In order to improve discrimination capability of HMM
models, for every token in the CT set, intuitively, we should
adjust model parameters to decrease its likelihood value given
the model. Among all wrong words which appears during
Viterbi decoding, if the likelihood value of the word segment
significantly exceeds its likelihood value given its reference
model, it will become much more likely for it to finally emerge
in recognition results to actually become a misrecognized word.
Here, we call this word an impostor word. As one possibility,
we can choose objective function of the discriminative training
as the total number of impostor words appearing during Viterbi
decoding. If we can minimize the total number of impostor
words, hopefully, we can reduce the final word error rate
(WER) of recognition in an indirect way.

Suppose we have a wrong word appearing during de-
coding, by backtracking the partial path we get the segmentation
information of this word as , which starts from time
and ends at time . Then the misclassification distance mea-
sure for the whole word segment is defined as

(6)

where denotes log likelihood function, and stands
for the reference model for the segment according to the
optimal Viterbi path obtained in forced-alignment against ref-
erence transcription, and is the connected HMMs for the
word . Here, we define as an impostor word if the above
misclassification measure . Next, the misclassification
measure is embedded in a sigmoid function to approximate
the zero-one decision of counting the impostor word. A general
form of the “smoothed” count of the impostor word is defined
as

(7)

where and are set to control the shape of sigmoid func-
tion. Then, we can sum up the above “smoothed” count over
all wrong words, which appear during the Viterbi search, to cal-
culate the total number of impostor words as

(8)

where denotes all parameters in the given HMM set. Then,
the function is treated as an objective function in our
discriminative training. All HMM parameters in the given
HMM set are estimated based on the minimization of the above
“smoothed” count of total impostor words when we decode all
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utterances in training data set. Here, the so-called GPD algo-
rithm is adopted to minimize the above objective function. In
a GPD-based minimization algorithm, the target function is
minimized according to an iterative procedure

(9)

where is step size, and is the gradient function
of the target function at .

When we update model parameters based on the above
GPD algorithm, we only adjust the HMM parameters related
to competing tokens which have been collected in the CT
sets. Given any wrong word , assume the segmentation

of consists of a sequence phoneme tokens, i.e.,
. Among all of these

tokens, we will only update HMM parameters related to com-
peting tokens. For example, assume any one competing token,
to say , of tri-phone . We will use the above GPD to
modify the tri-phone HMM model and its reference model,
denoted as , corresponding to . Please note that

denotes the reference HMM for only one phone segment
while in (6) represents the reference HMMs

for a whole word segment. Assume the tri-phone model
is an -state CDHMM with parameter vector
and the reference model is an -state4 CDHMM with
parameter vector , where is composed of
mixture parameters for each
state , and state observation density has the same form
as (5). Following the same procedure in [16] and [17], we
can derive all formula to update HMM parameters based on
(9). As we have mentioned, among all CDHMM parameters,
only mean and precision vectors are updated in this paper.
Moreover, the above GPD algorithm is flexible enough to run in
either batch or incremental mode. In batch mode, the gradient
descent of each HMM parameter is first accumulated over all
collected competing tokens, and then the parameter is mod-
ified in a following stage. In incremental mode, the gradient
descent of HMM parameters is calculated for every competing
token, and the HMM parameters are updated immediately
on a token-by-token basis. The GPD-based HMM parameter
updating formula for both batch and incremental modes will be
given in Sections IV-B and IV-C, respectively.

B. Batch Updating Algorithm

In batch mode, given any data set, we first run the in-search
data selection method, described in Section III, to prepare two
data token sets and for each tri-phone model
beforehand. During the token selection procedure, for each
competing token , we also attach it with a misclassification
measure of the word to which the token belongs.
Then, the whole triphone HMM model set can be updated based
on all collected tokens in a separate round. For example, given a
competing token in the CT set

4M maybe varies for different tokens according to the forced-alignment re-
sult.

of tri-phone , we assume is its corresponding
optimal Viterbi path in triphone model , and
is its optimal mixture component label sequence. Then, the
mean and variance vectors
of tri-phone model are updated as follows:

(10)

(11)

where denotes the Kronecher delta function.

As for the reference model , we assume that the optimal
state path and Gaussian mixture component sequence are
denoted as and for the token

. Similarly, its mean and variance vectors are updated as

(12)

(13)

Above, and are two different step sizes for competing
model and reference model, which are set up manually in experi-
ments. As we see, in the batch mode, HMM parameters are mod-
ified only after we have considered all competing tokens. Please
note that during the GPD-based model updating the word-level
misclassification measure is used for each competing token.
This leads to minimization of total impostor words in Viterbi
decoding. Finally, the whole batch algorithm, including GPD
training and MAP adaptation, is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Batch Updating Algorithm
repeat
1) Token Collection: The data selection
algorithm in Section III is performed
to collect competing token set and
true token set for every triphone
HMM based on the current model set .
2) GPD-based Discriminative Training:
for each triphone model in HMM set
do

Update based on the CT set
according to batch GPD algorithm shown
in (10)–(13).
end for
3) Sequential MAP Adaptation:
for each triphone model in HMM set
do

for each token in set do
Adapt triphone model with se-

quential MAP adaptation method.
end for

end for
until some conditions are met.

The model updating algorithm can be run on original training
data to refine the HMM set which is estimated by normal max-
imum likelihood estimation (MLE) training procedure or on a
new set of adaptation data to adjust the original HMM set into a
new condition. If this algorithm is used to adapt an existing HMM
set to a new condition based on some adaptation data, it becomes
one of the so-called discriminative adaptation approaches [7].
Obviously, the batch updating procedure can be repeated itera-
tively. In the next iteration, we usually have to recollect token sets
based on the model set modified in the last iteration.

C. Incremental Updating Algorithm: Embedded in Search

Instead of collecting all competing tokens beforehand in a
batch mode, we can also embed the whole model updating al-
gorithm into Viterbi search procedure and adjust model param-
eters sequentially on a token-by-token basis. Given an utterance
in the training or adaptation set, we perform Viterbi beam search
based on the current HMM models. During the search, the data
selection method described in Section III is performed to choose
competing tokens in all active word-ending paths. Once a com-
peting token, to say the th token, , is
identified, its corresponding tri-phone model and reference
model are updated as follows:

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

Please note that in the above equations GPD training is still
based on the word-level misclassification measure . On
the other hand, if a true token is identified, the sequential
Bayesian method is used to update the corresponding HMM.
The whole on-line updating algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Incremental Updating
Algorithm
Repeat
for each utterance in training set do
Forced alignment against transcrip-

tion to get reference phone segmenta-
tion

Perform Viterbi beam search based on
current HMM set

for every time instant do
Backtrack all active word-ending

partial paths
for each active word-ending partial

path do
—Calculate misclassification mea-

sure for the most recently decoded
word segment

—Back trace all phoneme segments
in .

for each phoneme segment in
do
if it is a competing token then
Update the tri-phone model

and the reference model according to
(14)–(17).

else if it is a true token then
Updating tri-phone model by

the sequential MAP estimation.
end if

end for
end for

end for
end for

until Some converge conditions are met.
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As a remark, discriminative training has been studied for
years in speech community, mainly for small or medium vo-
cabulary tasks. Recently, MMIE-based discriminative training
is applied to large vocabulary continuous speech recognition as
in [7] and [26]. The work in this paper is another recent effort
to apply discriminative training to large vocabulary continuous
speech recognition under the framework of MCE/GPD.

V. APPLICATION II: UTTERANCE VERIFICATION

In many practical applications, it becomes more desirable and
urgent to equip a speech recognizer with a capability of utterance
verification (UV) [19]. Utterance verification is a procedure
used to verify how reliable the recognition results are. Usually,
a quantitative score, also called confidence measure, is used
to indicate the reliability of every recognition decision. Based
on the confidence measure, a series of further actions can be
taken after recognition, e.g., to reject or remedy the recognition
results. Utterance verification is a crucial technique to make
today’s speech recognizers more “intelligent.” For instance, a
speech recognizer with a powerful UV capability will be able to
smartly reject nonspeech noises, detect/reject out-of-vocabulary
words, even correct some potential recognition mistakes, guide
the system to perform unsupervized learning, and provide side
information to assist high level speech understanding, etc.

Extensive studies on utterance verification have been per-
formed recently in the literature. One of the most important
progresses is to cast utterance verification scenario as a sta-
tistical hypothesis testing problem [19], [22]. According to
the Neyman–Pearson lemma, an optimal test is to evaluate a
likelihood ratio between two hypotheses, and . How-
ever, the alternative hypothesis is a composite one and it
consists of many heterogeneous events so that it is always
very difficult to model appropriately in UV. In [19] and
[22], the same HMM model structure is adopted to model

; they are commonly named anti models. Some limited
successes have been obtained in using anti models to model
the alternative hypothesis when anti models are trained
from some discriminative training procedures. However, we
are still in search of a more powerful method to model this
complicated hypothesis.

In this section, we study the problem of utterance verification
for large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition by using the
collected token sets, and . At first, we explain how to use
the competing information to perform utterance verification in
speech recognition.

A. Utterance Verification Based on Competing Information

Based on the explanation in Section II, given an observation
from either or as input, the speech recognizer

will equally give as its recognized result. The Bayes decision
procedure in the recognizer usually is unable to present enough
information on whether belongs to or . Ob-
viously, the capability of utterance verification totally depends
on how well we can distinguish from . In this
paper, statistical hypothesis testing is still adopted as a tool to
separate from statistically. Given a recognition

result from a recognizer for the observation , in order to
reject or accept , we test the null hypothesis

(18)

against the alternative hypothesis

(19)

Compared with the previous works on hypothesis testing in
[19] and [22], both the null hypothesis and the alternative hy-
pothesis in this work are well-defined from available data,
which in turn will make our modeling problem easier. The sim-
plest way to model and is to estimate two dif-
ferent models and for and , respec-
tively, based on all tokens collected from training data. Here, we
call the positive model and the negative model. These
models can be estimated from the collected token sets
and according to different criteria, such as MLE or min-
imum verification error (MVE) [18], [20]. Once and are
given, utterance verification is operated as the following likeli-
hood ratio test

(20)

where is the decision threshold.
In this work, we choose subword HMM for both and ,

e.g., phones. In other words, for every phone, a positive and a
negative models are estimated from its TT and CT sets which
are collected in Section III. Given a speech recognition result,
a confidence score based on likelihood ratio testing as in (20)
is calculated for every phone segment by using the estimated
positive and negative verification models. Then the scores of all
phone segments within a word (or utterance) are averaged to get
the confidence measure for the word (or utterance).

B. Training Positive and Negative Models

The first choice for and is mono-phone model. The
tokens collected in and can be directly used to estimate
positive and negative mono-phone model based on standard
Baum–Welch algorithm. Furthermore, state-tying techniques in
[23] and [24] can also be used to estimate state-tied tri-phone
HMM model for and . The phoneme labels during data
collection are used as phoneme identity for model training. For
example, all tokens in the TT set are used for training
positive model of tri-phone , and all tokens in the CT set

for negative model of tri-phone .
Many other studies have also proposed to use the “competi-

tors” information in recognition procedure to improve utterance
verification, such as, N-Best in [21] and word-graph in [25].
None of these approaches uses any information in training data
for verification. Our proposed method attempts to extract com-
peting information from the available data. Another close work
is the so-called cohort model [19], which is trained based on
some predefined corhort sets, which are usually independent
from the recognizer. As for the similarities and differences be-
tween the above method and other published algorithms, please
refer to a recent survey paper in [15].
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Fig. 2. Recognition performance (WER in %) as a function of GPD step size � in test sets Train2 and Eva01 when � = 2� , # = 0:5, and  = 3:0.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

To examine the viability of the proposed methods, we eval-
uate them on the Bell Laboratories system of the DARPA Com-
municator task (travel reservation application). The proposed
in-search data selection method is used to collect competing in-
formation from training data. In first part of experiments, the
acoustic modeling methods in Section IV, both batch and incre-
mental modes, are used to improve acoustic HMM models based
on the collected token sets. In second part of experiments, the
collected token sets are used to train verification models, both
positive and negative models, in order to identify speech recog-
nition errors in recognizer’s outputs.

A. Experimental Setup

In our experiments, we use two different training sets.
1)Train1: It is a task-independent telephone database collected
in Bell Laboratories and includes 34 h of telephone speech data.
2)Train2: It is a task-dependent (travel reservation) database
collected during 2000-2001 DARPA evaluation and includes
12 h of speech data in total. We also use two different test sets
for evaluation: 1) Eva00, which includes 1,395 utterances from
data collection in year 2000, and 2) Eva01, which includes
4,000 utterances from data collection in year 2001. Both Eva00
and Eva01 are disjointed with the training sets.

In our recognition system, we used a 38-dimension fea-
ture vector, consisting of 12 Mel LPCCEP, 12 delta CEP,
12 delta-delta CEP, delta and delta–delta log energy. In the
baseline system, acoustic HMM models are trained by using
the standard Baum–Welch ML estimation on both Train1 and
Train2 training sets, totally 46 h of speech data. The best
ML-trained acoustic models are state-tied, tri-phone HMM
models, which include roughly 4K distinct HMM states with
an average of 13.2 Gaussian mixture components per state. In

the following experiments on acoustic modeling, this best ML
HMM model set is used as our initial model set. Besides, a
class-based, tri-gram language model including 2,600 words is
used in the baseline recognition system.

B. Experiments of Acoustic Modeling(I): Batch Mode

In the batch mode, the in-search data selection method de-
scribed in Section III is first run to collect both CT and TT token
sets from task-dependent training data set Train2 based on the
best ML HMM set. During token selection procedure, the de-
coder settings are different from those in baseline recognizer.
Based on [26], in order to collect more representative tokens,
we use a larger beam width, a weak language model (uni-gram),
and a smaller LM weight. Under these settings, the data selec-
tion becomes quite slow, roughly ten times real-time (10 RT),
comparing to that the baseline system can run in real time during
test phase. Some control parameters in data selection, e.g.,
and , are set manually during experiments. The typical values
for is 0.99 and for is between 20 and 30.

After data selection, we have collected two token sets, namely
the competing token set and the true token set , for each
triphone HMM. Then the batch algorithm in Algorithm is run
to update the initial acoustic HMM model set, which has been
used for data selection. Please note the whole model updating
procedure can be run very fast. The total running time is negli-
gible comparing to the data selection procedure. This makes it
much easier for us to manually optimize those control parame-
ters related to GPD and sequential MAP, such as step size and

, , , and . As a reference, a typical setting for these con-
trol parameters are , , ,
and . Among them, step size and are quite sensitive
and should be set carefully. The other three ones are not very
sensitive and can be roughly set in a certain range. In Fig. 2, we
show recognition performance in training set Train2 and test set
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON (WER IN PERCENTAGE) OF THE

PROPOSED ACOUSTIC MODEL UPDATING ALGORITHM (BATCH

MODE) WITH THE ORIGINAL ML MODEL IN TWO EVALUATION

DATA SETS, NAMELY Eva00 AND Eva01

Eva01 as a function of GPD step size . From the figure, we
can see that our GPD-based discriminative training can effec-
tively reduce word error rate in both training and testing data if
a proper step size is chosen, though we minimize number of im-
postor words as our objective function in GPD training, and it is
also shown that optimal step size is almost same for training set
Train2 and test set Eva01. Finally, the updated HMM set is com-
pared with the original ML-trained in two evaluation data sets,
Eva00 and Eva01. The above HMM model updating algorithm
can be run more than one iteration. In the next iteration, the data
selection procedure must be repeated to generate new competing
token sets for the new HMM model set. The experimental results
are shown in Table I. We see that our best ML-trained HMM
models achieve word error rate (WER) 15.8% and 21.5% for test
sets Eva00 and Eva01, respectively. In first iteration of model
updating, if we only apply GPD-based discriminative training,
denoted as GPD in Table I, we achieve WER 15.0% and 20.6%
for Eva00 and Eva01. If we apply both GPD training and MAP
adaptation, denoted as , we achieve WER 14.9%
and 20.5% for Eva00 and Eva01, respectively, which show al-
most 1% absolute improvement in WER. From these results, we
can see that most part of improvement comes from GPD-based
discriminative training. In Table I, we also list the results after
two iterations of model updating. We do not obtain any improve-
ment in the second iteration.

C. Experiments of Acoustic Modeling(II): Incremental Versus
Bath Mode

In this section, we compare the batch model updating algo-
rithm with the incremental model updating method. When we
use the same setting for all control parameters in batch and in-
cremental algorithm, the performance comparison is shown in
Table II. In the table, as a reference, we also give the close-test
results, i.e., the performance on the training data set Train2.
Comparing with the batch mode, which achieves WER 16.9%,
14.9%, and 20.5% in test sets Train1, Eva00, and Eva01, re-
spectively, the incremental method (embedded in search) gets a
similar performance, i.e., 16.7% for Train1, 15.0% for Eva00,
and 20.7% for Eva01. Both of them can achieve a significant
improvement over the MLE models. Although batch and incre-
mental methods achieve similar performance, they can be used
in different occasions. In batch mode, the relatively time-con-
suming procedure, namely in-search data selection, is run only
once and all collected tokens are saved. Thus, it is convenient to
tune those control parameters related to GPD and MAP with the

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON (WER IN PERCENTAGE) OF THE ORIGNAL

MLE MODEL, HMM MODELS OBTAINED FROM BATCH MODE OF

MODEL UPDATING ALGORITHM, AND HMM MODELS FROM

INCREMENTAL MODE (EMBEDDED IN SEARCH) OF MODEL

UPDATING ALGORITHM IN THREE DIFFERENT EVALUATION

DATA SETS: TRAIN1, EVA00, AND EVAL01

TABLE III
EER COMPARISON (IN PERCENTAGE) IN Train2 AND Eva00

WHEN VERIFYING CORRECTLY RECOGNIZED WORDS AGAINST

MISRECOGNIZED WORDS IN OUR BASELINE RECOGNIZER’S

OUTPUT BASED ON DIFFERENT VERIFICATION MODELS

batch mode. Moreover, in batch mode, data selection procedure
can run in parallel with many CPUs; thus, this makes it possible
to process a relatively large database with the batch algorithm.
On the other hand, once we have already known all control pa-
rameters, the incremental algorithm can update the whole HMM
set in one pass without saving any intermediate results.

The results in Table II also raise another important issue. Both
batch and incremental methods get a larger error reduction in
training data, but the improvement in test set is much smaller.
How to generalize the improvement to unseen test data becomes
an important issue for future research.

D. Experiments of Utterance Verification

The UV method described in Section V is compared with the
standard mono-phone anti models, which are trained with the
fixed phone segmentation generated from forced alignment. In
other words, all phone segments of a specific phone are col-
lected to train the positive monophone verification model for
this phone while all other phone segments are used to training
negative (anti model) monophone model for this phone. The
conventional verification models trained in this way are denoted
as std-anti-mono. As for new verification models, we can creat
mono-phone verification models (both positive and negative)
based on the collected token sets and , which are denoted
as new-mono. By using the state-tying technique, we can also
train state-tied tri-phone HMMs for both positive and negative
models from and , which are denoted as new-tri.

In this experiment, we examine the capability of UV in terms
of identifying word recognition errors from the recognition re-
sults of our baseline recognition system (with the ML models).
We train all of our verification models only from the task-de-
pendent training set Train2. The performance of UV is eval-
uated in both Train2 and Eva00. We perform speech recog-
nition for every utterances in Train2 or Eva00. Then, a con-
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Fig. 3. Comparison of ROC curves in test data Eva00 with three different verification models, namely std-anti-mono, new-mono, and new-tri, in verifying correct
words versus misrecognized words.

fidence measure is calculated for every output word by com-
bining the scores from all its phone segments. Based on the
word-level confidence measures, we perform verification exper-
iments between correctly recognized words versus misrecog-
nized words (only including substitution and insertion errors).
The performance comparison of EER (equal error rate) with dif-
ferent verification models is given in Table III. The results show
that we can achieve EER 37.9% and 40.0% with the conven-
tional anti monophone verification models in training set Train2
(close test) and test set Eva00 (open test), respectively. By using
new mono-phone verification model new-mono, we can get EER
22.3% and 27.3% for Train2 and Eva00. If we use tri-phone
models, the performance can be further improved to 17.1% (for
Train2) and 24.6% (for Eva00). As a reference, we also give the
ROC curves with different models in test set Eva00 in Fig. 3.
All of these results clearly show that verification models trained
with our new method significantly improve the verification per-
formance in terms of identifying recognition errors, relatively
30% reduction in EER.

VII. CONCLUSION

As more and more speech data become available, it is more
desirable to efficiently and intelligently use these training data
to discover useful knowledge sources in designing a better and
robust speech recognition system. Along this direction, we
have proposed a data analysis procedure, where the recognition
process based on Viterbi beam search is simulated to analyze
training data in order to discover competing information au-
tomatically from speech data. As two examples, the collected
competing information is used to improve acoustic modeling
and utterance verification in ASR. Experimental results on
DARPA communicator task clearly show that the proposed data

analysis procedure can significantly improve the performance
of both acoustic modeling and utterance verification. The
preliminary study in this paper suggests that an effective and in-
telligent data analysis procedure, which can smartly determine
the useful information pertinent to our particular purposes, is
crucial to efficiently utilize a large amount of data and to build a
better and more robust speech recognition system. Much more
extensive studies are needed along this research direction.
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